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Abstract
Controlling the electromagnetic (EM) wave scattering is an important issue in many practical applications such
as in the EM interference, EM compatibility, as well as in antenna technique. Recently, the newly developed
metasurface concept which represents for planar metamaterial composed of two-dimensionally arranged subwavelength meta-atoms has demonstrated its substantial ability to generate arbitrary wavefront by imparting
spatially varying phase-discontinuities to the incident EM wave. Among various kinds of metasurfaces, the
reflective ones, or called the meta-mirrors, have provided a new way for EM wave scattering control. In this
talk, I will present our recent research works of applying meta-mirrors to EM wave abnormal reflection, orbital
angular momentum (OAM) generation, EM scattering control, and radar cross section (RCS) reduction. As an
interesting example of how the meta-mirror can improve the conventional method of EM scattering control, I
will demonstrate its manipulation of EM wave scattering within deep-subwavelength thickness in a frequencyselective manner. Besides, I will show how the meta-mirrors can be applied to improve antenna performances.
It is believed such concepts could open new routes to more diverse electromagnetic wave management and
novel device designs, for example, the OAM wave radiation, camouflaged or invisible EM emitter, and low
RCS antenna.
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